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1 Introduction

The neutrino is part of the standard model as a massless, only weakly interacting particle,

but since the observation of neutrino oscillation in 1998 [SK98], that requires a non-zero

neutrino mass, the search for the mass of the neutrinos received renewed interest, in a lot

of di�erent experiments. Being relevant not only in particle physics, but also astrophysics

as well as cosmology, it is a window to physics beyond the standard model.

Many limits on the neutrino mass are model-dependent, stemming from astrophysical ex-

periments, especially from measurements of the cosmic microwave background. Which is

why a model independent kinematic search for the neutrino mass is important. Already

the experiments in Mainz and Troitsk were conducted on this basis. Through these results

a current limit on the mass of the electron anti-neutrino of around 2 eV was set

[Kra+13, Ase+11]. The KATRIN experiment, scheduled to start operation in 2018, aims

for an improved sensitivity of 0.2 eV (90% C.L.).

These experiments all use the MAC-E-Filter principle, in spectrometers ranging from a

few meters length and diameter, to above 23 m length and nearly 10 m diameter for the

KATRIN main spectrometer.

In this thesis a tabletop spectrometer following the same principle is designed, optimized

and tested. It is investigated if the MAC-E-Filter principle can be realized in such a small

space, while maintaining a reasonable energy resolution in the process.

In chapter 2 a quick overview of the history of neutrino physics and the properties of the

neutrino will be given. Chapter 3 introduces the theory behind the MAC-E-Filter princi-

ple. Then the simulations performed to improve the design of the tabletop spectrometer

are shown in chapter 4, which was then build in the laboratory in Münster shown in

chapter 4. Chapter 6 and 7 describe the measurements conducted with the spectrometer

and their analysis, respectively. In the end chapter 8 contains a summary of the thesis

and an outlook on possible improvements.
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2 Neutrino physics

2.1 Beta-Decay

Contrary to particles produced in α- and γ-decay the electrons produced in β-decays show

a continuous energy and momentum spectrum. At �rst this led to the assumption that

conservation laws could be violated in β-decay.

In 1930 Wolfgang Pauli postulated the existence of the neutrino, that serves to take away

the missing momentum and energy. Treating the β-decay as a 3-body decay,

n→ p+ νe + e−. (2.1)

Because the neutrino carries no electric charge and the weak interaction has only a short

range, it was already clear that detecting neutrinos in an experiment would be very

di�cult. To compensate for the weak interaction either a huge detector-mass or a strong

neutrino source would be necessary. Both weren't available in the 1930's. It took until

1956, when the Cowan-Reines neutrino experiment [RC59] discovered the neutrino via

the inverse β-decay,

p+ νe → n+ e−. (2.2)

2.2 Neutrino Oscillation

For a long time the neutrino was assumed to have zero mass, and in the standard model

the neutrinos are thought of as massless particles as well. But in experiments measuring

the neutrino �ux originating from the sun, only 1/3 of the expected neutrino �ux was

observed. Which came to be known as the solar neutrino problem.

One possibility to solve this problem is the theory of neutrino oscillation, which assumes

that neutrinos have mass eigenstates νi(i = 1, 2, 3). This means that neutrinos have mass

and can change their �avor state while moving, if these eigenstates are not identical to

the �avor eigenstates να(α = e, µ, τ).

Now the �avor eigenstates can be written as a superposition of the mass eigenstate,

|να〉 =
∑
i

Uαi|νi〉, (2.3)
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using a 3 × 3 unitary mixing matrix. For the neutrino mixing this matrix is called

Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata(PMNS) matrix,

U =

 c12c13 s12c13 s13e
−iδ

−s12c23 − c12s23s13e
iδ c12c23 − s12s23s13e

iδ s23c13

s12s23 − c12s23s13e
iδ −c12s23 − s12c23s13e

iδ c23c13

 , (2.4)

where cij and sij are the cosine and sine of the mixing angle θij respectively. The phase

δ accounts for a possible CP-violation, which has not been observed yet.

To understand the di�erence of the observed abundance of solar neutrinos, it is necessary

to understand the development of a mass eigenstate with time. Hence the Schrödinger

equation is applied, using h̄ = c = 1:

|νi(t)〉 = eiEit|νi〉, (2.5)

where the neutrino energy Ei is

Ei =
√
p2
i c

2 +m2
i c

4 ≈ E +
m2
i c

4

2E
, if p� mi. (2.6)

Now expressing equation 2.5 as a function of the traveled distance L := ct

|νi(L)〉 = eim
2
iL/2E|νi〉, (2.7)

gives the probability that a �avor eigenstate is transformed:

Pα→β = |〈νβ(L)|να〉|2 =

∣∣∣∣∣∑
i

UαiU
∗
βie

im2
iL/2E

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (2.8)

This can be expanded to

Pα→β = δαβ − 4
∑
i>j

Re(UαiU
∗
βiU

∗
αjUβj) sin2

(
∆m2

ijL

4E

)

+ 2
∑
i>j

Im(UαiU
∗
βiU

∗
αjUβj) sin

(
∆m2

ijL

2E

)
,

with ∆m2
ij = m2

i −m2
j .
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Figure 2.1: Transition probability for the νe → νe process: For small L to E
proportions, the probability to remain in the initial �avor eigenstate is nearly 1. As the
L/E value rises, the probability starts oscillating and transition to other �avor eigenstates
becomes allowed [Kat06].

In the case of atmospheric neutrino oscillation (νµ → ντ ) and solar neutrino oscillation

(νe → νµ) mainly two neutrino �avours are relevant and can be described by only one

angle θ and one mass di�erence ∆m2 = |m2
1 −m2

2| leading to the simpli�ed equation

Pα→β = sin2(2θ) sin2

(
∆m2L

4E

)
. (2.9)

The Super-Kamiokande experiment gave �rst evidence for neutrino oscillation in 1998.

Located 1000 m under mount Kamioka, Japan, a water Cherenkov detector, �lled with

50, 000 tons of ultra-pure water, detected incoming neutrinos. By interaction with the

electrons and nuclei of the water atoms, the neutrinos produce charged particles faster

than the speed of light in the medium, hence producing cherenkov radiation, that was

picked up by photomultiplier tubes inside the tank. Being the �rst experiment to be able

to distinguish between electron neutrino and muon neutrino events, the ratio between the

two event types could be determined and compared to Monte Carlo Simulation. This led

to the evidence of neutrino oscillation[SK98].

Apart from the proof of neutrino oscillation, the Super-Kamiokande experiment could also

measure the parameters ∆m2
32 = (2.43 ± 0.13)10−3 eV2 and θ23 = 45◦ ± 7.1◦. The mass

di�erence ∆m2
12 = (2.1+0.20

−0.21)10−5 eV2 and the mixing angle θ12 = 34.06◦+1.16◦

−0.84◦ , were sub-

sequently determined by the SNO and Kamland experiments, observing solar neutrinos.

The remaining mixing angle could be determined through measurements of experiments

like Daya Bay, Double Chooz and RENO to sin2(2θ13) = 0.092± 0.017.
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2.3 Search for the neutrino mass

Even though the mentioned experiments were a success in their own right, they were only

able to measure squared mass di�erences, but not the absolute mass of the neutrinos

themselves. To do this there are 3 di�erent types of experiments being conducted right

now.

• Cosmological and Astrophysical experiments like WMAP, PLANCK and the Hubble

Space Telescope are sensitive to the sum of the three neutrino masses. Neutrino

properties are here extracted from data about cosmic structure formation. These

measurements led to strong upper limits on the sum of the neutrino masses, one of

the best constraints amounts to
∑
mν < 0.29 eV [RS12].

The downside to this type of experiments are a strong model dependence of this

type of interpretation.

• A more direct approach is taken by experiments looking for the neutrinoless double

β decay. For this process to happen the neutrino needs to be a Majorana particle

(it is its own anti-particle).

In this process two β decays happen simultaneously, while the neutrino that is

emitted from one nucleon is absorbed by the other. The decay rate of this process

is given by

Γ = G|M |2|mee|2,

which depends on the coherent sum of the neutrino mass eigenstates

m2
ee =

∣∣∣∣∣∑
i

U2
eim(νi)

∣∣∣∣∣ .
The GERDA collaboration found a lower limit of 2.1 · 1025 years for the half life of

this decay [Ago+13].
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• Measuring the spectrum of the β-decay provides a way to directly measure the neu-

trino mass. This approach is entirely based on relativistic kinematic and therefore

model-independent.

Since the neutrino mass is nonzero, it will at least take the energy corresponding to

its rest mass from the total decay energy. This means that the upper limit of the

electron energy is directly connected to the electron neutrino mass

m2(νe) =
∑
i

|Uei|2m(νi)
2.

Applying Fermi's Golden Rule and neglecting the recoil energy of the nucleus,

because of its much higher mass and the �nal state distribution of the daughter

molecule, the electron energy spectrum is given by:

dṄ

dE
= R(E)

√
(E0 − E)−m2

ν̄ec
4θ(E0 − E −mν̄ec

2).

R(E) =
G2
F

2π3h̄7 cos2(θC)|M |2F (Z,E)p(E +mec
2)(E0 − E),

with E the energy of the electron, E0 the Endpoint energy of the β-spectrum, GF

the Fermi constant, θC the Cabbibo-angle, M the nuclear matrix element, Z the

atomic number of the daughter nucleus and me the mass of the electron.

In �gure 2.2 the e�ect of the neutrino mass on the tritium spectrum is shown. Not

only the endpoint but the whole shape of the spectrum is in�uenced by the neutrino

mass. It also shows that only a small fraction of all electrons is located in the

endpoint region. For tritium about 2 · 10−13 of all electrons have energies in the

interval of the last 1 eV.
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Figure 2.2: Energy spectrum of the tritium β-decay in dependence of 3 di�erent neutrino
masses. The inset shows that not only the endpoint but also the shape is in�uenced by
the neutrino mass [Beh12].
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3 MAC-E-Filter principle

The Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation combined with an Electrostatic (MAC-E) �lter

technique combines electric retardation and an inhomogeneous magnetic guiding �eld to

measure the kinetic energy of a charged particle. This type of spectrometer o�ers a high

energy resolution and angular acceptance. Both features are useful for an analysis near

the endpoint of a β-emitter with low statistics.

Since electrons near the endpoint of the tritium β-spectrum at ≈ 18.6 keV and also conver-

sion electrons from 83mKr β-decay (E = 17.824 keV) that are used for the measurements

in this thesis only have a small Lorentz factor,

γ =
1√

1− v2

c2

≈ 1.04,

the following discussion will be completely non-relativistic.

3.1 Working principle

Since in an electrostatic spectrometer only the component of the electron momentum par-

allel to the electric �eld lines can be analysed, a MAC-E-Filter uses magnetic collimation

to rotate the momentum vector of the particles into this direction. For this purpose, the

electron moves from a strong magnetic �eld at the entrance of the spectrometer to a low

magnetic �eld, whose �eld lines are parallel to the electric �eld lines in the centre of the

spectrometer, the so called analysing plane, see �gure 3.1.

An electron emitted into the MAC-E-�lter with a starting energy Estart, under an angle

θ 6 ( ~B, ~p) between its momentum ~p and the magnetic �eld ~B, performs a cyclotron motion

around the �eld line. Perpendicular to the �eld line the electron possesses an energy of

E⊥ = Estart sin2(θ),

thus creating an orbital magnetic moment

µ =
q

2m
~l =

E⊥
B
,

where ~l is the angular momentum. Through the gradient of the magnetic �eld a force

parallel to the �eld lines is applied and since the energy is conserved in a static magnetic

�eld the energy perpendicular to the �eld lines is converted into parallel energy.
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While moving through the spectrometer the particle performs a cyclotron motion around

the magnetic �eld lines. If the change of the magnetic �eld in one cyclotron loop is su�-

ciently small, i.e.

∣∣∣∣ 1

B

dB

dt

∣∣∣∣� ωcyc =
qB

m
, (3.1)

the motion is adiabatic and the magnetic moment µ is a constant of motion. This allows to

tell how much of the initial perpendicular energy E⊥,i is transformed into parallel energy,

between the initial magnetic �eld Bi and the minimal magnetic �eld in the analysing

plane Bana,

E⊥,ana = E⊥,i
Bana

Bi

. (3.2)

3.2 Energy resolution and transmission function

Assuming the Voltage in the analysing plane U0 is exactly known, the energy resolution

of an ideal MAC-E-�lter is given by the maximal amount of remaining transversal kinetic

energy, which can be calculated using equation (3.2),

E⊥,max = Estart,max
Bana

Bmax

= ∆E. (3.3)

In an actual laboratory setup, the resolution is further reduced by experimental imper-

fections like inhomogeneities of the electric and magnetic �elds in the analysing plane or

�uctuations of the retardation voltage.

Only particles with

E‖,ana − qU0 > 0, (3.4)

can pass the spectrometer. This shows that the spectrometer acts as a high pass �l-

ter.Using equation (3.2) one can also determine the change of the angle θ between two

points in the spectrometer to

sin2 θf =
Bf

Bi

sin2 θi.

The transmission condition for a particle with energy Ekin ≈ qU0, can now be expressed

with the angle θs, it has at its starting point.
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of a cross section of a MAC-E-Filter setup. Shown in red are the
electrodes, with the retardation voltage U0, enveloping the magnetic �ux (blue lines). On
both sides of the electrodes solenoids produce the magnetic guiding �eld. On the bottom
the adiabatic transformation of the momentum vector parallel to the magnetic �eld line is
shown. Source and Detector are placed in the maximal magnetic �eld inside the solenoids.
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0 < E‖,ana − qU0

= Ekin − E⊥,ana − qU0

= Ekin(1− sin2 θana)− qU0

= Ekin(1− Bana

Bs

sin2 θs)− qU0.

Solving the equation for θs shows which starting angles are transmitted through the

spectrometer, depending on the kinetic energy of the particle and the analyzing Voltage

U0.

θs < θmaxs (Ekin, qU0) = arcsin

(√
Ekin − qU0

Ekin

Bs

Bana

)
.

This reduces the theoretical angular acceptance of 2π and the solid angle ∆Ω accepted

by the �lter is connected to the maximal starting angle through

∆Ω

2π
= 1− cos(θmaxs ). (3.5)

By using the relation cos(arcsin(
√
x)) =

√
1− x the transmission function can be written

as

T (Estart, U0) =


0, for Estart < qU0

1−
√

1− Estart−qU0

Estart

Bmax

Bana
, for qU0 < Estart < qU0 + ∆E

1, for qU0 + ∆E < Estart.

(3.6)

Equation 3.6 shows that the MAC-E-Filter works as an integrating high pass �lter and is

visualized in �gure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Analytical transmission function of a MAC-E-�lter, for an isotropically emit-
ting source. Shown here for the design values of the Katrino experiment of Bstart = 0.49 T
and Bana = 6 mT. Electrons with high angles to the magnetic �eld need a higher surplus
energy to get transmitted.
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4 Simulations

As simulations in this thesis play a substantial role in the design and optimization of a

MAC-E-Filter, for a better understanding a short summary of the used software will be

given, before the requirements for a tabletop spectrometer and their realization in the

simulations are discussed.

4.1 Kassiopeia

The simulations are based on the Kassiopeia framework, developed by the KATRIN-

collaboration [Tro+17]. It is a software for tracking of particles in electromagnetic �elds.

A user generated input �le is used to de�ne the geometry, which is then used by the

electromagnetic �eld solver KEMField. The calculated �elds and the geometry are then

used to simulate the tracks of charged particles, by discretizing the �ight path into steps

and solving the equation of motion for each step. A more detailed view on Kassiopeia

can be found in [Gro15] and [Beh16].

4.1.1 Geometry implementation

Implementing a geometry in Kassiopeia is done by the module KGeoBag. It o�ers geo-

metrical classes for a lot of di�erent shapes. Available shapes are divided into di�erent

types of surfaces and spaces. To construct a shape its necessary attributes have to be

de�ned inside a XML-con�guration �le. Therein each shape is constructed in its own

coordinate system, as seen in the following example.

<box_space name="box_A" xa="0.0" ya="0.0" za="0.0"

xb="1.0" yb="1.0" zb="1.0"/>

<cylinder_space name="cylinder_C" z1=" -0.4" z2="0.4" r="0.3"/>

<disk_surface name="disk_a" z="0.0" r="0.1"/>

There is also the possibility to create arbitrary shapes by de�ning a set of points, that

are either connected by lines or arcs. This poly-line then can be extruded or rotated to

create non-trivial shapes.

In KGeoBag surfaces and spaces have to be related to each other to form a nested rela-

tionship. Spaces can contain other spaces and surfaces and these child shapes have to be

completely contained inside the nesting parent.
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Multiple transformations can be done on child shapes with respect to the coordinate

system of its nesting parent. This includes transformation and rotation, as seen in the

following example, using the shapes from the previous example.

<space name="outer_box" node="box_A">

<space name="inner_cylinder" node="cylinder_C">

<transformation rotation_euler="90 60 -90"/>

<transformation displacement="0.5 0.5 0.5"/>

</space>

<surface name="inner_disk_a" node="disk_a">

<transformation rotation_euler="90 45 -90"/>

<transformation displacement="0.5 0.5 0.8"/>

</surface >

</space>

A visualization of this example is shown in �gure 4.1, next to its corresponding geometry

tree.

Figure 4.1: A set of nested spaces and surfaces (a) and its represantation as a tree structure
(b). In this example circles represent spaces, squares represent boundary surfaces and
triangles represent free surfaces.

The geometrical shapes of the KGeoBag module feature an extension system which allows

to append arbitrary information to the object. These extensions may contain di�erent

kinds of data for surfaces and spaces and can be used e.g. for visualization purposes, by

appending colour to a shape or surface or assigning physical attributes, like the potential

on a surface or the current through a space. As an example a current is allocated to the

cylinder used in the previous example.
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<electromagnet spaces="outer_box/inner_cylinder" current="50"/>

4.1.2 Particle Tracking

Integrating the equations of motion, which are given as �rst order ordinary di�erential

equations. KASSIOPEIA o�ers several trajectory types, di�ering in the variables used

to describe the physical state of the particle. Two of these types of trajectories used in

the scope of this thesis are being presented here. Figure 4.2 explains the di�erence in

trajectories used.

• Exact Trajectory: In the exact trajectory the equation of motion of a particle is

described by the time t, its position ~r and its momentum ~p, through the Lorentz

equation,

d~r

dt
=

~p

γm

d~p

dt
= q

(
~E +

~p× ~B

γm

)
,

with the rest mass m and the relativistic Lorentz factor γ.

• Adiabatic Trajectory: If the adiabatic approximation (eq.3.1) is ful�lled, the

particle can be described by its time t, the position of the guiding centre of the

motion ~rc, the momentum components parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic

�eld: ~p‖ and ~p⊥, as well as the gyration phase φ.

d~rc
dt

=
p‖
γm

~Bc

Bc

dp‖
dt

= − p2
⊥

2γmBc

(
~∇Bc + q ~Ec

)
·
~Bc

Bc

dp⊥
dt

=
p‖p⊥

2γmBc

~∇Bc ·
~Bc

Bc

.

A smaller curvature in the propagation of the guiding centre position allows for a

much larger step size, when using the adiabatic trajectory. The exact position of

the electron is recreated from the guiding centre position afterwards.
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Figure 4.2: Scheme of the exact trajectory (a) and adiabatic trajectory (b) used in KAS-
SIOPEIA. In the adiabatic trajectory the guiding centre is propagated and the exact
position is recreated afterwards, allowing for a larger step size.

4.2 Katrino Electromagnetic Design

The electromagnetic design chosen for the tabletop spectrometer called Katrino in this

thesis, is an improved version of an older setup analysed prior to this thesis.

To give a better explanation on the chosen setup, the old setup and the problems observed

with that design will be reviewed shortly, before the simulation of the current spectrometer

is explained.

4.2.1 Original setup and problems

The �rst setup was designed after the Mainz, Trotisk and KATRIN experiments and can

be seen in �gure 4.3. Two cylindrical magnets are located on a common symmetry axis.

The source and detector are then placed on the sides of the magnets that are facing each

other, so that the electrons travel on the magnetic �eld lines that span between the two

magnets.

The distance between the two magnets is 250 mm. The magnets themselves are hollow

cylindrical N52 Neodym magnets, with an inner diameter of 6 mm, an outer diameter of

40mm and a length of 40 mm. On top of both magnets a cap is put, as a holding structure

for the detector and source, respectively. The cap itself reaches an additional 7 mm into

the spectrometer with respect to the magnet. They produce an average �eld strength of

≈ 0.48 T at the position of the electron source. Towards the analysing plane the �eld

strength drops down to ≈ 5 − 7.5 mT. Magnet and cap are put on ground potential.

In the introduction of the current setup in the laboratory in chapter 5.4 the cap will be

investigated more closely.
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Figure 4.3: Cross section of the older setup designed after the KATRIN experiment,
as it is implemented into the KASSIOPEIA software. The setup is implemented into a
cylindrical chamber, with a length of 2 m and 300 mm diameter. The setup is mounted
at one side of the chamber, which can be seen at the right side of the picture. The two
hollow cylindrical N52 neodymium magnets, are 250 mm apart. Also shown is the cap
that holds the magnets and the source or detector, respectively. In the center the 200 mm
long and 120 mm diameter retardation electrode and the screening disk are shown.
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A cylindrical shaped electrode is mounted in between the two magnets, to produce the

analysing �eld of the spectrometer. It is 200 mm long and has a diameter of 120 mm. At

both ends of the electrode an annulus extension is added to the electrode with a width of

10 mm and a rounded edge of 1 mm radius. The extensions are rounded to prevent �eld

emission due to high electric �elds.

Right at the centre of the cylindrical electrode, a disk with a diameter of 20 mm and a

thickness of 1 mm is implemented. It is connected to the electrode via 3 holding poles,

each with a diameter of 1 mm, giving the disk the same potential as the central electrode.

The holding poles cannot be observed in �gure 4.3, since the geometry implemented only

contains axial symmetric components, to allow quicker computation times. Its primary

use is to block soft x-ray radiation from the source, while it also acts to improve the

homogeneity of the electric analysing potential.

The whole setup is placed inside a cylindrical vacuum chamber, with a length of 2 m and

300 mm diameter. The chamber is normally used as an UHV baking oven and was a

temporary enclosure for the spectrometer.

With this geometry trajectories for 17.824 keV electrons from an isotropically emitting
83Rb/83mKr source, implanted into a suitable substrate were tracked. An overview of the

source parameters can be found in chapter 5.1. The tracking itself was done with the

adiabatic approximation and a step size of 1/8 of a cyclotron motion.

Now the transmission function of the spectrometer was simulated, by starting Monte-Carlo

runs for retardation voltages from −17.0 kV to −17.9 kV in 100 V steps. For each voltage

5000 tracks were started and then the number of electrons that pass the spectrometer and

are detected should follow the MAC-E-Filter transmission function. The result of the

simulations can be seen in �gure 4.4.

The number of transmitted electrons follows the expected shape of a transmission function

quite well in the slope region, but drops o� towards higher surplus energies, as just above

50% transmission is reached. This behaviour points to a non-adiabatic guiding of the

electrons.

From equation 3.1 it is expected that the adiabatic criteria is harder to ful�l the higher

the surplus energy of the electron becomes, but another reason for the observed problems

can be found when looking at the electric and magnetic �elds inside the analysing plane.
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of the MAC-E-Filter transmission function. For each retardation
voltage 5000 electrons with random source surface positions and an angular distribution
expected from a isotropically emitting source were tracked.
The resulting transmission function follows the expected behaviour of a MAC-E-Filter
transmission function for low surplus energies, but starts to drop o� just above 50%
transmission, due to �eld inhomogeneities.

Both �elds show large inhomogeneities. The electric potential shown in �gure 4.5 shows

that the ground potential of the magnets has a strong reach through, while the inho-

mogeneity of the magnetic �eld, shown in �gure 4.12, can be explained due to the non

constant source �eld strength of the magnets. This inhomogeneity then also persists

through the �ux tube.

Both inhomogeneities lead to electrons with the same start position, but di�erent starting

angles experiencing di�erent transmission conditions. The potential inhomogeneity also

causes electrons to experience a force perpendicular to the magnetic �eld.
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Figure 4.5: Electric potential in the analysing plane of the old Katrino setup. Visible is the
large potential reach through that leads to electrons experiencing di�erent transmission
conditions depending on their phase.
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This shows that this setup does not ful�l the conditions for a MAC-E-Filter properly.

To investigate the reason behind the dropping transmission a look was taken at the

termination condition of the electron trajectories. It showed that most electrons are

magnetically re�ected. Figure 4.6 shows the point of re�ection inside the spectrometer

and shows that the re�ection occurs behind the analysing plane closely before reaching

the detector.

This underlines the non adiabatic guidance of the electrons, that also leads to a non

adiabatic energy transformation, thus leading to a magnetic re�ection, since the magnetic

�eld acts as a magnetic mirror behind the analysing plane, electrons that still have too

much energy in their motion perpendicular to the magnetic �eld cannot reach the detector.

Figure 4.6: Points of termination (in red) of the simulated trajectories inside the old
Katrino setup with a 17 kV retardation potential. A bunch of electrons is magnetically
re�ected just before reaching the detector on the left side of the picture, due to non
adiabatic energy transformation.
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4.2.2 The electrode system

In view of the problems with inhomogeneous �elds, for the revised spectrometer intro-

duced in the following, the focus was put on shaping the �elds to be as homogeneous

as possible. The new setup is an optimized version of the setup shown in the previous

chapter. As long as not stated otherwise the components used are the same.

To tackle the problem of the inhomogeneous �elds the new electrode was designed to

enclose the �ux tube as far as possible. Therefore conical shaped extensions have been

added to the central electrode. They reduce the in�uence of the grounded magnets on the

electric �eld in the analysing plane and help to make electric and magnetic �elds parallel

over a larger region of the spectrometer.

To �t these conical extensions into the existing setup the source and detector magnets

have to be moved an additional 60 mm apart. Extending the distance between the ground

potential and the analysing plane also decreases the reach through and lessens the inho-

mogeneity.

To determine the length and angle which the conical extensions should have in respect

to the central cylindrical electrode, simulations for di�erent parameters were performed.

Figure 4.7 shows simulated transmission functions for di�erent lengths of the extension,

with a �xed angle of 55◦ with respect to the perpendicular of the central electrode.

It shows that the transmission already improves with respect to the transmission observed

in the simulations for the old setup. For di�erent lengths the transmission is very similar,

until the length of the extension reaches 45 mm, where there is a clear loss of transmission

at the upper slope.

This loss is due to the extension reaching to close to the magnetic �ux tube and forcing

the electrons to have higher energies to be transmitted. This is also known as too early

retardation, since these electrons ful�l the transmission condition of the MAC-E-Filter,

but are re�ected on their way to the analysing plane where their transversal energy is still

too large.

A feature in the simulated transmission functions is that the maximal transmission is

reached at 80%. The missing electrons are lost due to collisions inside the spectrometer,

which can be seen in all transmissions shown for the new setup. Electrons with starting

angles >≈ 80◦ collide with the caps at the source and detector, while a small portion also

collides with the central disk.

Since a longer extension provides a better screening, we choose the longest suitable ex-

tension of 40 mm for further simulations on the angle in which the extension should be
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implemented. The results of these simulations can be seen in �gure 4.8, where the angle

was varied from 10◦ to 60◦.

For angles up to 40◦ the same phenomenon of too early retardation can be observed. For

10◦ the extension reaches so deeply into the magnetic �ux tube that no electrons can pass

through the �lter. The transmission goes back to the expected shape at angles starting

at 50◦.

Figure 4.7: Transmission function of the Katrino spectrometer, for di�erent lengths of
the new conical shaped extensions of the central cylindrical electrode. For this simulation
the extension has an angle of 55◦ with respect to the perpendicular of the cylindrical
electrode.

The new design following from the simulations therefore has conical extensions that are

symmetric to the analysing plane and are 40 mm long, with an opening angle of 60◦ with
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respect to the cylindrical part. Source and detector magnet are 60 mm further apart than

in the old setup. Figure 4.9 shows a cross section of the new design, with the magnetic

�eld lines and the electric equipotential lines.

Figure 4.8: Transmission function of the Katrino spectrometer, for di�erent angles of the
new conical shaped extensions of the central cylindrical electrode. For this simulation the
extension has a length of 40 mm.

The maximal electric �eld values reached inside the geometry occur between the central

retardation electrode, with up to 20 kV and the magnets, lying on ground potential.

To prevent problems with �eld emission, the maximum �eld strength should not exceed

≈ 106 V/m. To keep the �elds inside this limit, rounded edges with a radius of 8 mm

were added to the conical extensions (see �gure 4.10).
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Figure 4.9: Cross section view of the current KATRINO setup, simulated in KASSIOPEIA
and visualized with Paraview [AJG+05]. Visible are part of the magnets and the central
electrode, with extensions and the screening disk. In rainbow colours the equipotential
lines of the electric potential are shown. In grey the magnetic �eld lines are shown, that
should ideally be oriented perpendicular to the equipotential lines in the whole spectrom-
eter.
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Figure 4.11 displays the inhomogeneity of the electric �eld in the analysing plane for the

old and new setup. It can be seen that the changes introduced in this section reduce the

potential di�erences from ≈ 150 V down to ≈ 5 V.

For the new setup a new cylindrical vacuum chamber, with a length of 600 mm and a

diameter of 200 mm is used. In contrast to the old setup, this chamber was speci�cally

modelled to �t the setup introduced. A more thorough description of all components can

be found in chapter 5.2.

Figure 4.10: Cross section of the CAD model of the tabletop MAC-E-Filter spectrome-
ter. In purple the magnets, producing the guiding �eld, are visible inside their holding
structure, which is mounted directly to the top �ange of the vacuum chamber. In the
centre one can see the cylindrical spectrometer with conical extensions and a screening
disk in its center to block x-ray radiation from the source. In olive the peek holding of
the central electrode is visible, which is also mounted to the �ange.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the electric potential in the analysing plane, for the di�erent
setups introduced in this thesis. In blue the �rst version of the setup, with ≈ 150 V
potential inhomogeneity is shown. The new setup is displayed in green with additional
30 mm distance on each side between ground potential and analysing plane and additional
screening electrodes, reducing the potential inhomogeneity to ≈ 5 V.
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4.2.3 Shaping of the magnetic �eld

Since the magnetic �eld naturally decreases in strength with increasing distance to the

magnets the analysing �eld strength in the new setup drops to ≈ 4 mT, due to the in-

crease in distance between the magnets. This also decreases the �eld inhomogeneity of

the magnetic �eld in the analysing plane and improves the energy resolution. For an

additional improvement of the magnetic �eld inhomogeneity in the analysing plane, an

air coil is added to the setup to shape and strengthen the magnetic �eld.

Figure 4.12: Magnetic �eld strength in the analysing plane of the Katrino setup, showing
the e�ect of the air coil. A decreased �eld inhomogeneity can be observed for increasing
coil current.

Luckily an air coil with the required �eld strength was still available [Hil11]. This air coil

has a length of 100 mm, a inner diameter of 314 mm and a outer diameter of 450 mm.
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The coil winding is explained in chapter 5.3. Simulations could show that it shapes the

�eld in the desired way, as shown in �gure 4.12.

Through the strengthening of the magnetic �eld the energy resolution is slightly reduced.

Therefore, a trade o� has to be made between �eld homogeneity and energy resolution.

In �gure 4.13 the simulated transmission of the spectrometer for air coil currents ranging

from 1 A to 5 A is shown. The worsening energy resolution for higher �elds is visible

in the fact that the slope of the transmission slightly widens for higher magnetic �elds.

Also visible is that electrons with higher surplus energies are guided better through the

spectrometer under a higher magnetic �eld and show constant transmission above 17.5 kV,

as expected.

Figure 4.13: Transmission function of the tabletop spectrometer for air coil currents
ranging from 1 A to 5 A. The simulated points in the slope region widen for higher
magnetic �elds, showing the expected decreasing energy resolution.
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Figure 4.14 shows the transmission up to the maximal air coil current of 25 A. As the

5 A already shows the highest transmission, a higher air coil current would not bene�t

the spectrometer and only worsen the energy resolution.

Figure 4.14: Transmission function of the tabletop spectrometer for air coil currents
ranging from 5 A to 25 A. The transmission below 17.5 kV retardation voltage shows
how the adiabatic guiding of the electrons improves for higher air coil currents. The
simulated points in the slope region widen for higher magnetic �elds, showing the expected
decreasing energy resolution.
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5 Assembly

On the basis of the previously discussed simulations, a tabletop spectrometer was con-

structed, built and tested in the laboratory in Münster. This chapter will introduce the

components used in the setup.

5.1 83Rb/83mKr Source and Detector

The spectrometer was designed with the intent to measure the Tritium β-decay spectrum.

But due to the easier availability, handling and with its 17.824 keV conversion electrons,

relatively close to the tritium endpoint spectrum, 83mKr was chosen as a suitable replace-

ment for tritium, for testing the spectrometer.

Figure 5.1: Decay scheme of 83mKr, which is produced via an electron capture decay of
the mother isotope 83Rb. It decays in a 2-fold process, producing multiple conversion
electron lines. The energies of the relevant lines are shown in the picture.

With a half-life time of 86.2 d 83Rb, the mother isotope of 83mKr, has a much higher life

time as 83mKr with 1.83 h. The mother isotope 83Rb decays into the isomeric state 83mKr

with a probability of 77.6 % via electron capture. Multiple electron lines are produced,

when 83mKr de-excites through the process of internal conversion. The isomeric state has

an excitation energy of 41.55 keV and decays via an intermediate level with an energy

of 9.4 keV, see �gure 5.1. Thus the energy of the �rst transition is 32.151 keV, with

a conversion coe�cient of ≈ 2000. The conversion electrons stemming from the K-shell
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have a kinetic energy of 17.824 keV, with a line width of 2.71 eV. Conversion electrons

with energies of ≈ 30.4 keV are produced from the atomic L-shells while M-shell electrons

are observed at ≈ 32 keV. Conversion electrons from the 9.4 keV γ transition have to low

energies to be resolved from the noise of our detection system.

The sources came in the form of 83Rb implanted into either platinum or Highly Oriented

Pyrolitic Graphite (HOPG). Figure 5.2 shows a radiographical image of the activity

distribution on the platinum substrate taken in the PhD thesis of Martin Slezak [Sle15].

The active area has a diameter of ≈ 2.75 mm− 5.5 mm.

As a detector a windowless Si-PIN photodiode (Hamamatsu S3590− 09), with an active

area of 10× 10 mm is used. The data sheet can be found in the appendix 8.3.

Figure 5.2: Radiographical image of the source used inside the old Katrino setup. The
image was taken with a timepix detector of 256× 256 pixels [Sle15]. The active area has
a diameter of ≈ 2.75 mm− 5.5 mm.
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5.2 Vacuum and Electronic system

In this section the current setup in the laboratory in Münster is introduced. The spec-

trometer is located inside a cylindrical 600 mm long and 200 mm diameter vacuum cham-

ber, with CF200 �anges at each end. Figure 5.3 shows the assembled chamber in the

laboratory.

Figure 5.3: Laboratory Setup in Münster. Visible is 1) the vacuum chamber 2) the
preampli�er mounted at the top, on the detector output, which is wrapped in aluminium
foil to lessen the noise, 3) the air coil to shape the analysing magnetic �eld.

As retardation voltages up to 20 keV are used inside the setup, pressures below 1 ×
10−6 mbar are necessary. For the vacuum operation two adapter �anges on the bottom

CF200 �ange are used. A CF63 �ange connects to the Pfei�er TMU 071 P turbo molecular

pump, which creates vacuum conditions of ≈ 1·10−7 mbar in the before mentioned vacuum

chamber. To create the desired prevacuum a Pfei�er MVP 070 − 3 pump is connected

to the outlet of the turbo molecular pump. The second CF40 adapter �ange connects a

pressure gauge (Leybold ITR 200) to the chamber.
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The spectrometer is mounted on the top �ange such that the magnet with the detector

on top is directly sitting on the top �ange. In this way the connection from the detector

to the preampli�er is as short as possible, to lessen the noise. The top �ange contains

two connections. One for the high voltage feed through and one, where the preampli�er

is connected to the detector. The preampli�er was built in the electronics workshop of

the institute after a design used in the Mainz neutrino mass experiment. It is a charge

sensitive preampli�er with very low noise ampli�cation [Sch90].

The modules for the voltage supply of the detector and the readout process are mounted

into a NIM crate, which can be seen in �gure 5.4. A NHQ 224M module is used as a bias

voltage supply for the detector. For determination of the dead time of the acquisition

system a ORTEC model 419 pulser is operated at 50 Hz. Signal processing is done

by a Model 7614 Ampli�er, from Silena Milano. The ampli�er signal is processed by a

FASTComTec MCA-3 ADC.

Figure 5.4: Picture of the components for readout and detector voltage supply mounted
into a NIM Crate, from left to right, the Silena Milano Ampli�er Model 7614, ORTEC
model 419 50 Hz pulser and the high voltage supply NHQ 224M module.
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The voltage supply of the electrode system is a Knürr-Heinzinger PNC 5 30000− 5 neg,

providing up to −30 kV, mounted into a 19” rack, which also contains the power supply

of the air coil, described in the next subchapter.

5.3 Aircoil

The air coil used in the setup was built for the dissertation work of Björn Hillen [Hil11].

In this work, for shaping of the magnetic �eld only small �eld strengths are needed, so no

cooling of the coil is required.

The coil allows currents up to 25 A in permanent mode, which corresponds to a �eld

strength of 12 mT in the center of the coil.

The coil is made of copper lacquered wire, with a diameter of 2.1 mm and a lacquer

thickness of ≈ 0.05 mm. It is made of 8 parallel connected coils, with a length of ≈ 140 m

wire each, to reduce the overall resistance of the coil. The single coils are connected via

epoxy glue, for mechanical stability.

5.4 The electrode system

The main features of the setup have already been discussed in chapter 4.2.2, so only com-

ponents that were not discussed there, or implemented di�erently then mentioned will be

discussed here.

The central retardation electrode is held by 2 poles that are mounted on the top �ange.

They are 99 mm long and have a diameter of 12 mm. Due to the fact that this setup is

an upgraded version of an older setup, the poles are made of a 69 mm long part that is

made of PEEK isolator and a part made of stainless steel, which was added due to the

lengthening of the setup.

A picture of the electrode structure can be seen in �gure 5.9.

The support for the magnets is a cap with a spherical cross section that has a diameter of

44 mm at its widest part. At the top it has a spherical surface with a diameter of 30 mm

that is parallel to the magnets spherical end surface. The total length amounts to 10 mm,

of which 7 mm lay above the magnet (�gure 5.6).

The caps provide a cylindrical cavity, which is used to house the source and detector on

the two magnets, respectively. Both cavities have a depth of 6.5 mm. Source and detector

are placed inside PEEK holdings that �t into the cavity beneath the cap and can be seen

in �gure 5.6 and 5.7 respectively.

Both caps o�er an annulus opening for the electrons to pass through. This implements
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another disk in front of the source and detector respectively for further screening of soft

x-rays stemming from the source. The annulus opening has an 11 mm outer diameter and

3.8 mm inner diameter for the detector cap and 9 mm outer diameter and 4.6 mm inner

diameter for the source, see �gure 5.5 and 5.8 for the source magnet and detector magnet

holding respectively. The opening of the detector is wider for a larger detection area.

The positioning of the annulus surface was chosen such that the magnetic �eld lines that

guide the electrons are curved enough inside the spectrometer such that collision with the

central disk is prevented as far as possible.

Figure 5.5: Close up of the magnet cap of the source, showing the annulus opening inside
the cap, allowing for the electrons to pass through. The source material as well as the
holding material are visible and show the o� axis implementation of the source.

The cap is mounted via 3 legs to the underlying holding structure. This is a spherical

plate with the same radius as the magnet. From this plate 3 legs with a width of 10 mm

and a length of 78 mm connect to a 390 mm long and 8 mm wide pole each. These poles

connect the holding structures of the two magnets such that one magnet is hanging in the

vacuum, see �gure 5.9.
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Figure 5.6: Technical drawing of the PEEK Holding of the detector, which is hold on top
of the magnet with the holding structure shown in �gure 5.8.

Figure 5.7: Technical drawing of the PEEK Holding of the source, which is hold on top
of the magnet with the holding structure shown in �gure 5.5.
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Figure 5.8: View of the inside of the spectrometer. The source holding has been un-
mounted, so that this picture of the inside was possible. The detector inside his holding
structure is visible at the other end of the spectrometer.
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Figure 5.9: Picture of the electrode structure implemented in the laboratory in Münster.
Visible are the central electrode, the poles that connect the magnet holdings and the
magnets under the caps that �xate them.
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6 Measurement and Analysis

6.1 Data sets

In �rst measurements the goal was to see if the expected retardation of the 17.8 keV

line could be observed, when varying the applied voltage over the electron energy and

whether or not the measured rates would follow the transmission function expected from

a MAC-E-Filter.

For this purpose a �x coil current of 15 A was applied, which corresponds to a strengthen-

ing of the magnetic �eld in the center of the analysing plane to 11 mT. Then the Voltage

was varied from −16.0 kV to −19.0 kV in 100 V steps. For each step 300 s of data were

taken. An overlay o� all measured spectra can be seen in �gure 6.1, which shows the

total count rate against the channel number of the ADC. In di�erent colors from blue

to red, the di�erent measurements are shown in order, starting from −16.0 kV voltage,

to −19.0 kV. To determine the dead time of the detector, a pulser with a frequency of

50 Hz was applied to the preamps test input. The corresponding pulser peak is at higher

channel numbers outside the range shown in �gure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: All 31 Spectra of the 15 A measurement, for −16.0 kV to −19.0 kV retardation
voltage. The spectra are colored from blue to red starting from the −16.0 kV spectrum.

As expected, a decrease of the 17.8 keV peak can be observed, while the mixed peak of

30 keV and 32 keV electrons at higher channel numbers does not change over the ob-
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served range of voltages. The residual count rate observed at retardation voltages above

17.8 keV is caused by background electrons stemming from the central electrode system.

These background electrons are produced by soft x-rays from the 83Rb/83mKr source hit-

ting the electrode material and are subsequently accelerated by the negative potential of

the electrode. They therefore occur at an energy corresponding to the retarding voltage

in the spectrum.

In a second measurement a coil current of 5 A was applied (see �gure 6.2), corresponding

to 6.3 mT magnetic �eld strength in the analysing plane. This time the voltage was varied

over −16.7 kV to −18.3 kV, in expectance of a sharper transmission function. To get a

better resolution of the slope of the transmission function, the voltage was varied in 50 V

steps, in the interval −17.3 kV to −17.9 kV. For the other voltages again a step size of

100 V was chosen and the measurement time is again 300 s per voltage step.

Figure 6.2: All 23 Spectra of the 5 A measurement, for −16.7 kV to −18.3 kV retardation
voltage. The spectra are colored from blue to red starting from the −16.7 kV spectrum.

We can observe the same two peaks in this measurement, with the same qualitative

change.

Interesting is that the height of the mixed 30 keV peak is about a magnitude lower in

the 5 A measurement. Since these electrons do have quite large surplus energy, they have

quite large cyclotron radii in the analysing plane and collide with higher probability with

the central electrode at the lower magnetic �eld settings. As such the higher magnetic

�eld provides a better guiding for these electrons.
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6.2 Fits and Analysis

As an example for the analysis of a single measurement the �t to the 17.8 kV data, with

a coil current of 15 A, is shown in �gure 6.3. All �ts have been made with the �tting pro-

gram �tyk [Woj]. With a variety of prede�ned functions and the ability to add functions

via its graphic interface, it allows quick data analysis.

Figure 6.3: Spectrum of the 17.8 kV measurement, at 15 A coil current, shown in a
logarithmic scale. In red the separate �t functions, in yellow the sum of the �t functions
is shown and behind the �t in green the data points.

Both peaks observed in the spectrum can be �tted via a gaussian function. While the

line shape of the source is lorentzian, its width is only in the order of a few eV. Thus the

energy resolution of the detector dominates the peak shape.

The low energy electronic noise is �tted via an exponential curve. To investigate if the

decrease of the 17.8 keV peak with increasing voltage is in agreement with the MAC-E-

Filter transmission function, the area of the corresponding gaussian was plotted against

the retardation voltage and then �tted with the analytical transmission function of the

MAC-E-Filter, letting the amplitude, the background and the ratio of the minimal and

maximal magnetic �eld be �t parameters. These �ts are shown for the 15 A measurement

and the 5 A measurement in �gure 6.4 and 6.5, respectively.

As can be seen the �t describes the data qualitatively, but especially the upper edge of

the slope is not described well through this method.
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Figure 6.4: Transmission function �t (blue) for the 15 A coil current measurement, using
the analytical transmission function of the MAC-E-Filter, shown in equation 3.6. Free �t
parameter are the ratio of the minimal and magnetic �eld, as well as the amplitude and
background rate. The data points correspond to the area under the Gaussian �t of the
17.8 keV peak.

Still the �tted ratio of the magnetic �elds corresponds reasonably well with the ex-

pected results of Bana/Bsrc(15 A) = 6.3 mT/0.48 T ≈ 0.013 and Bana/Bsrc(5 A) =

11 mT/0.48 T ≈ 0.023.

A more careful analysis of the measured transmission functions needs to take energy losses

in the source into account, which occur when electrons experience multiple scattering while

travelling through the HOPG material. These energy losses depend on the implantation

energy of 83Rb into the material (which determines the depth in which the atoms are

implanted) and are reported in the PhD thesis of M.Slezak [Sle15] for 83Rb implanted

into Platinum, for di�erent implantation energies.

To include the energy losses into the �t, the calculated response function given by M.Slezak

was convoluted with the transmission function used in the previous �t. The resulting �ts

can be seen in �gure 6.6 and 6.7.

Comparing to the previous �ts an improvement can be seen, but the upper slope region

still is not fully represented.
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Figure 6.5: Transmission function �t (blue) for the 5 A coil current measurement, using
the analytical transmission function of the MAC-E-Filter, shown in equation 3.6. Free �t
parameter are the ratio of the minimal and magnetic �eld, as well as the amplitude and
background rate. The data points correspond to the area under the Gaussian �t of the
17.8 keV peak.

Another e�ect that seems to be present is caused by the phase dependence of the cyclotron

motion on the retardation voltage, presented and simulated in the PhD thesis of Michael

Zacher [Zac14]. Due to the limited detector size, a shift in phase can cause the electrons

to miss the detector area. This e�ect leads to an oscillation in the number of electrons

detected in the spectrometer. Such an oscillation is well visible in the 15 A data in the

region of full transmission and to a lesser extend in the 5 A data as well. To quantitatively

understand the e�ect of the phase shift and integrate it into the �t additional simulations

would be required, which were not possible any more in the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 6.6: Transmission function �t (blue) for the 15 A coil current measurement, using
a convolution of the analytical transmission function of the MAC-E-Filter and the energy
loss function simulated by M.Slezak [Sle15].
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Figure 6.7: Transmission function �t (blue) for the 5 A coil current measurement, using
a convolution of the analytical transmission function of the MAC-E-Filter and the energy
loss function simulated by M.Slezak [Sle15].
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7 Summary and Outlook

The MAC-E-Filter principle has been used in several past and ongoing experiments mea-

suring high precision tritium β-spectra to determine the neutrino mass

[Kra+13, Ase+11]. The spectrometers used in these experiments are at least a few meters

in length. Building and commissioning a tabletop spectrometer using the MAC-E-Filter

principle therefore poses a non-trivial challenge.

Simulations of the transmission properties of the spectrometer are essential in understand-

ing the �aws and weaknesses in a design. Here they lead to a new electrode setup, that

o�ers a better screening and thus more homogeneous �elds going from ∆U ≈ 150 V in

the old setup to a potential inhomogeneity of only ∆U ≈ 5 V in the �nal setup. For an

improvement of also the magnetic �eld shape in the analysing plane an air-coil was added

to the system.

Transmission function measurements have been performed for the 17.8 keV electrons at

two di�erent magnetic �eld settings with 5 A and 15 A coil currents. The resulting spec-

tra exhibit a constant o�set caused by background electrons ejected from the electrode

system due to soft x-rays emitted from the 83Rb/83mKr source implemented in the setup.

Taking this background into account, a simple �t of the theoretical transmission function

to the data gives a qualitative agreement and correct numbers for the ratios of the mag-

netic �eld strength in the source and analysing plane.

Deviations from the theoretical curve occur at the upper edge of the transmission function.

These deviations are caused on the one hand by energy losses of the conversion electrons

when leaving the material of the implanted HOPG source. The additional oscillation on

the transmission plateau is most probably caused by the limited size of the active detector

area and the phase of the cyclotron motion of the electrons, which is modulated by the

retardation voltage. Depending on this phase, the electrons have a higher or lower chance

hitting the detector cap and be lost for detection. A similar e�ect has been observed and

analysed in the PhD thesis of M. Zacher who performed simulations and measurements

for a photo-electron calibration source for KATRIN [Zac14].

To develop a suitable �t model taking all these e�ects into account would require reliable

data on the actual energy losses of the conversion electrons in the implanted sources

used and additional simulations investigating the e�ects of the cyclotron phase on the
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transmission function. These investigations were outside the scope of this thesis but

could be studied in a future e�ort.
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8.2 Kassiopeia con�g xml-�les

8.2.1 Katrino Geometry

<geometry >

<!-- world -->

<cylinder_space name="world_space" z1=" -2." z2="2." r="2."/>

<!-- target space (small space in front of detector and source surface

for navigation purposes) -->

<cylinder_tube_space name="target_detector_space" z1=" -0.1185" z2="

-0.118" r1="1.9e-3" r2="5.5e-3"/>

<!-- mask spaces -->

<cylinder_space name="mask_space" z1="{[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

] -0.0269+0.005}"

z2="{[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter ] -0.0269 -0.005}" r="6.e-3"/>

<!-- magnet -->

<tag name="magnet_tag">

<tag name="airCoil">

<cylinder_tube_space name="airCoil_space" z1="{-[ airCoilLength ]/2}"

z2="{[ airCoilLength ]/2}" r1="0.157"

r2="0.225" longitudinal_mesh_count="256" longitudinal_mesh_power="

1.5" radial_mesh_count="32"

radial_mesh_power="1.5" axial_mesh_count="128" />

</tag>

<cylinder_tube_space name="solenoid_space" z1=" -2.345e-2" z2="

2.345e-2" r1="1.99999999e-2"

r2="2.0e-2" longitudinal_mesh_count="32" longitudinal_mesh_power="2.

" radial_mesh_count="30"

radial_mesh_power="1.5" axial_mesh_count="32" />

</tag>

<tag name="electrode_tag">

<tag name="ring_electrode_tag">

<!-- ringelectrode -->
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<cylinder_surface name="electrode_ring_surface" z1="{-[

ringElectrode_length ]/2.}" z2="{[ ringElectrode_length ]/2.}"

r="[ringElectrode_radius]" longitudinal_mesh_count="400"

longitudinal_mesh_power="1.2" axial_mesh_count="64"/>

<tag name="cut_cone_tag">

<cut_cone_surface name="ring_electrode_cut_cone_surface" z1="{[

cut_cone_length ]/2}" r1="6.0e-2"

z2="{-[ cut_cone_length ]/2}" r2="{6.0e-2-[ cut_cone_radius ]}"

longitudinal_mesh_count="40"

longitudinal_mesh_power="1.2" axial_mesh_count="32"/>

</tag>

<rotated_arc_segment_surface name="electrode_ring_rotated_arc_segment"

rotated_mesh_count="128">

<arc_segment x1="0.0" y1="{[ ringElectrode_radius ]-[ cut_cone_radius

]+0.9e-2}" x2=" -0.002" y2="{[ ringElectrode_radius ]-[ cut_cone_radius

]+0.9e-2}" radius="0.001"

right="true" short="true" arc_mesh_count="64"/>

</rotated_arc_segment_surface >

<torus_surface name="electrode_ring_inner_rotated_arc_segment" z="0." r=

"{[ ringElectrode_radius ]-[ cut_cone_radius ]+(0.007/ sqrt([

cut_cone_length ]**2+[ cut_cone_radius ]**2))*[ cut_cone_length ]}" radius

="0.007" toroidal_mesh_count="64"

axial_mesh_count="64"/>

<annulus_surface name="electrode_ring_annulus_surface" z="0.0" r1="{[

ringElectrode_radius ]-[ cut_cone_radius ]}" r2="{[ ringElectrode_radius

]-[ cut_cone_radius ]+0.9e-2}"

radial_mesh_count="6" radial_mesh_power="1.5" axial_mesh_count="64"/>

<tag name="central_electrode_tag">

<!-- central electrode disk -->

<cylinder_surface name="central_disk_surface" z1=" -1.5e-3" z2="1.5e-3"

r="1.0e-2" longitudinal_mesh_count="8"

longitudinal_mesh_power="2."

axial_mesh_count="16"/>

<disk_surface name="central_disk_disk_surface" z="0." r="1.e-2"

radial_mesh_count="14" radial_mesh_power="1.5"
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axial_mesh_count="16"/>

<!-- electrode staff for central disk -->

<extruded_poly_loop_surface name="

central_disk_staff_extruded_surface" zmin=" -0.75e-3" zmax="0.75e

-3"

extruded_mesh_count="4" extruded_mesh_power="1.2">

<poly_loop >

<start_point x="9.88691e-3" y="0.75e-3"/>

<next_arc x="9.88691e-3" y=" -0.75e-3" radius="1.0e-2" right="false"

short="true" arc_mesh_count="8"/>

<next_line x="59.9e-3" y=" -0.75e-3" line_mesh_count="4"

line_mesh_power="1.5"/>

<next_arc x="59.9e-3" y="0.75e-3" radius="6.0e-2" right="false"

short="true" arc_mesh_count="8"/>

<last_line line_mesh_count="4" line_mesh_power="1.5"/>

</poly_loop >

</extruded_poly_loop_surface >

<flattened_poly_loop_surface name="central_disk_staff_surface" z="0.

" flattened_mesh_count="4"

flattened_mesh_power="1.2">

<poly_loop >

<start_point x="9.88691e-3" y="0.75e-3"/>

<next_arc x="9.88691e-3" y=" -0.75e-3" radius="1.0e-2" right="false"

short="true" arc_mesh_count="8"/>

<next_line x="59.9e-3" y=" -0.75e-3" line_mesh_count="4"

line_mesh_power="1.2"/>

<next_arc x="59.9e-3" y="0.75e-3" radius="6.0e-2" right="false"

short="true" arc_mesh_count="8"/>

<last_line line_mesh_count="4" line_mesh_power="1.5"/>

<!-- actual outer stop point of the line is 59.99531514252889e-3!!

-->

</poly_loop >

</flattened_poly_loop_surface >

</tag>

</tag>

<!-- magnet + cap electrode (0V surfaces) -->

<tag name="magnet_electrode_tag">

<!-- chamber -->
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<tag name="chamber_tag">

<cylinder_surface name="oven_surface" z1=" -{[

solenoid_distanceFromCenter ]+0.02}" z2="{-([

solenoid_distanceFromCenter ]+0.02 -0.6)}" r="1.0e-1"

longitudinal_mesh_count="64" longitudinal_mesh_power="1.2"

axial_mesh_count="16"/>

<disk_surface name="oven_downstream_lid" z=" -{[

solenoid_distanceFromCenter ]+0.02}" r="1.0e-1" radial_mesh_count=

"32" radial_mesh_power="1.5"

axial_mesh_count="16"/>

<disk_surface name="oven_upstream_lid" z="{-([

solenoid_distanceFromCenter ]+0.02 -0.6)}" r="1.0e-1"

radial_mesh_count="32" radial_mesh_power="1.5" axial_mesh_count="

16"/>

</tag>

<!-- caps -->

<tag name="cap">

<!-- source cap -->

<tag name="source_cap">

<cylinder_surface name="source_cap_outer_cylinder_surface" z1="0" z2

="0.1e-3" r="4.5e-3" longitudinal_mesh_count="6"

longitudinal_mesh_power="1.5" axial_mesh_count="16"/>

<cylinder_surface name="source_cap_inner_cylinder_surface" z1="0" z2

="0.1e-3" r="2.3e-3" longitudinal_mesh_count="6"

longitudinal_mesh_power="1.5" axial_mesh_count="16"/>

<annulus_surface name="source_cap_annulus_surface" z="0." r1="4.5e-3

" r2="1.3e-2" radial_mesh_count="8" radial_mesh_power="1.5"

axial_mesh_count="16"/>

<disk_surface name="source_cap_disk_surface" z="0." r="2.3e-3"

radial_mesh_count="10" radial_mesh_power="1.5"

axial_mesh_count="16"/>

<rotated_arc_segment_surface name="source_cap_rotated_arc_segment"

rotated_mesh_count="64">

<arc_segment x1="0.0035" y1="0.02" x2=" -0.0035" y2="0.013" radius=

"0.007" right="true" short="true"

arc_mesh_count="64"/>

</rotated_arc_segment_surface >

<extruded_poly_loop_surface name="source_cap_staff_extruded_surface"

zmin=" -0.1e-3" zmax="0."
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extruded_mesh_count="4" extruded_mesh_power="1.2">

<poly_loop >

<start_point x="2.28637267e-3" y="0.25e-3"/><!-- 2.28637267 -->

<next_arc x="2.28637267e-3" y=" -0.25e-3" radius="2.3e-3" right="

false" short="true" arc_mesh_count="2"/>

<next_line x="4.49305019e-3" y=" -0.25e-3" line_mesh_count="4"

line_mesh_power="1.5"/><!-- 4.49305019 -->

<next_arc x="4.49305019e-3" y="0.25e-3" radius="4.5e-3" right="

false" short="true" arc_mesh_count="2"/>

<last_line line_mesh_count="4" line_mesh_power="1.5"/>

</poly_loop >

</extruded_poly_loop_surface >

<flattened_poly_loop_surface name="source_cap_staff_surface" z="0."

flattened_mesh_count="4"

flattened_mesh_power="1.2">

<poly_loop >

<start_point x="2.28637267e-3" y="0.25e-3"/>

<next_arc x="2.28637267e-3" y=" -0.25e-3" radius="2.3e-3" right="

false" short="true" arc_mesh_count="2"/>

<next_line x="4.49305019e-3" y=" -0.25e-3" line_mesh_count="4"

line_mesh_power="1.5"/>

<next_arc x="4.49305019e-3" y="0.25e-3" radius="4.5e-3" right="

false" short="true" arc_mesh_count="2"/>

<last_line line_mesh_count="4" line_mesh_power="1.5"/>

</poly_loop >

</flattened_poly_loop_surface >

</tag>

<tag name="detector_cap">

<!-- detector cap -->

<cylinder_surface name="detector_cap_outer_cylinder_surface" z1="

0." z2="0.1e-3" r="9.5e-3" longitudinal_mesh_count="6"

longitudinal_mesh_power="1.5" axial_mesh_count="24"/>

<cylinder_surface name="detector_cap_inner_cylinder_surface" z1="

0." z2="0.1e-3" r="1.9e-3" longitudinal_mesh_count="6"

longitudinal_mesh_power="1.5" axial_mesh_count="24"/>

<annulus_surface name="detector_cap_annulus_surface" z="0." r1="

9.5e-3" r2="1.3e-2" radial_mesh_count="8" radial_mesh_power="

1.5" axial_mesh_count="24"/>

<disk_surface name="detector_cap_disk_surface" z="0." r="1.9e-3"
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radial_mesh_count="10" radial_mesh_power="1.5"

axial_mesh_count="16"/>

<rotated_arc_segment_surface name="

detector_cap_rotated_arc_segment" rotated_mesh_count="16">

<arc_segment x1="0.0035" y1="0.02" x2=" -0.0035" y2="0.013"

radius="0.007" right="true" short="true"

arc_mesh_count="16"/>

</rotated_arc_segment_surface >

<extruded_poly_loop_surface name="

detector_cap_staff_extruded_surface" zmin=" -0.1e-3" zmax="0."

extruded_mesh_count="4" extruded_mesh_power="1.2">

<poly_loop >

<start_point x="1.8834808e-3" y="0.25e-3"/>

<next_arc x="1.8834808e-3" y=" -0.25e-3" radius="1.9e-3" right="

false" short="true" arc_mesh_count="2"/>

<next_line x="9.49967e-3" y=" -0.25e-3" line_mesh_count="8"

line_mesh_power="1.5"/>

<next_arc x="9.49967e-3" y="0.25e-3" radius="9.5e-3" right="

false" short="true" arc_mesh_count="2"/>

<last_line line_mesh_count="8" line_mesh_power="1.5"/>

</poly_loop >

</extruded_poly_loop_surface >

<flattened_poly_loop_surface name="detector_cap_staff_surface" z

="0." flattened_mesh_count="4"

flattened_mesh_power="1.2">

<poly_loop >

<start_point x="1.8834808e-3" y="0.25e-3"/>

<next_arc x="1.8834808e-3" y=" -0.25e-3" radius="2.3e-3" right="

false" short="true" arc_mesh_count="2"/>

<next_line x="9.49967e-3" y=" -0.25e-3" line_mesh_count="8"

line_mesh_power="1.5"/>

<next_arc x="9.49967e-3" y="0.25e-3" radius="9.5e-3" right="

false" short="true" arc_mesh_count="2"/>

<last_line line_mesh_count="8" line_mesh_power="1.5"/>

</poly_loop >

</flattened_poly_loop_surface >

</tag>

</tag>

<!-- magnet electrode -->

<cylinder_surface name="solenoid_surface_inner" z1=" -2.e-2" z2="2.e
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-2" r="3.0e-3" longitudinal_mesh_count="6"

longitudinal_mesh_power="1.5" axial_mesh_count="10"/>

<cylinder_surface name="solenoid_surface_outer" z1=" -2.e-2" z2="2.e

-2" r="2.0e-2" longitudinal_mesh_count="10"

longitudinal_mesh_power="1.5"

axial_mesh_count="10"/>

<annulus_surface name="solenoid_surface_annulus" z="0." r1="3.e-3"

r2="2.e-2" radial_mesh_count="8" radial_mesh_power="1.2"

axial_mesh_count="10"/>

<disk_surface name="solenoid_surface_disk" z="0." r="3.e-3"

radial_mesh_count="3" radial_mesh_power="1.2" axial_mesh_count="

10"/>

<annulus_surface name="source_surface" z="0." r1="2.3e-3" r2="4.5e-3

" radial_mesh_count="15" radial_mesh_power="1.5"

axial_mesh_count="64"/>

</tag>

<annulus_surface name="detector_surface_electrode" z="0." r1="1.9e-3" r2

="9.5e-3" radial_mesh_count="12" radial_mesh_power="1.25"

axial_mesh_count="16"/><!-- radial_mesh_count="35" axial_mesh_count="

96" -->

<tag name="detector_tag">

<!-- surface of photodiode -->

<tag name="detector_surface">

<flattened_poly_loop_surface name="detector_surface" z="0."

flattened_mesh_count="10"

flattened_mesh_power="4.">

<poly_loop >

<start_point x="4.5e-3" y="4.5e-3"/>

<next_line x=" -4.5e-3" y="4.5e-3" line_mesh_count="40"

line_mesh_power="1.2"/>

<next_line x=" -4.5e-3" y=" -4.5e-3" line_mesh_count="40"

line_mesh_power="1.2"/>

<next_line x="4.5e-3" y=" -4.5e-3" line_mesh_count="40"

line_mesh_power="1.2"/>

<last_line line_mesh_count="40" line_mesh_power="1.2"/>

</poly_loop >
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</flattened_poly_loop_surface >

</tag>

</tag>

</tag>

<!-- assembly -->

<space name="Katrino_assembly">

<!-- oven -->

<surface name="oven_cylind" node="oven_surface"/>

<surface name="oven_downstream_lid" node="oven_downstream_lid"/>

<surface name="oven_upstream_lid" node="oven_upstream_lid"/>

<!-- ring electrode -->

<surface name="ring_electrode" node="electrode_ring_surface"/>

<!-- up -->

<surface name="electrode_ring_inner_rotated_arc_segment_up" node="

electrode_ring_inner_rotated_arc_segment">

<transformation displacement="0 0 {[ cut_cone_length ]+[

ringElectrode_length ]/2+(0.007/ sqrt([ cut_cone_length ]**2+[

cut_cone_radius ]**2))*[ cut_cone_radius ]}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="ring_electrode_cut_cone_surface_up" node="

ring_electrode_cut_cone_surface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {([ ringElectrode_length ]+[

cut_cone_length ])/2.}"

rotation_euler="0 180 0"/>

</surface >

<!-- down -->

<surface name="electrode_ring_inner_rotated_arc_segment_down" node="

electrode_ring_inner_rotated_arc_segment">

<transformation displacement="0 0 -{[ cut_cone_length ]+[

ringElectrode_length ]/2+(0.007/ sqrt([ cut_cone_length ]**2+[

cut_cone_radius ]**2))*[ cut_cone_radius ]}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="ring_electrode_cut_cone_surface_down" node="

ring_electrode_cut_cone_surface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. -{([ ringElectrode_length ]+[

cut_cone_length ])/2.}"/>

</surface >

<!-- central disk electrode -->

<surface name="central_disk_electrode" node="central_disk_surface"/>

<surface name="central_disk_disk_electrode_down" node="
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central_disk_disk_surface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. -1.5e-3"/>

</surface >

<surface name="central_disk_disk_electrode_up" node="

central_disk_disk_surface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. 1.5e-3"/>

</surface >

<!-- magnet cap -->

<!-- source cap -->

<surface name="source_cap_rotated_arc" node="

source_cap_rotated_arc_segment">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

] -0.0235}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="source_cap_outer_cylinder" node="

source_cap_outer_cylinder_surface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

] -0.027}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="source_cap_inner_cylinder" node="

source_cap_inner_cylinder_surface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

] -0.027}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="source_cap_annulus" node="source_cap_annulus_surface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

] -0.027}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="source_cap_disk" node="source_cap_disk_surface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

] -0.027}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="source_surface" node="source_surface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

] -0.0269}"/>

</surface >

<!-- detector cap -->

<surface name="detector_cap_rotated_arc" node="

detector_cap_rotated_arc_segment">

<transformation rotation_euler="0 180 0" displacement="0. 0. {-[

solenoid_distanceFromCenter ]+0.0235}"/>

</surface >
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<surface name="detector_cap_outer_cylinder" node="

detector_cap_outer_cylinder_surface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {-[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

]+0.0269}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="detector_cap_inner_cylinder" node="

detector_cap_inner_cylinder_surface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {-[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

]+0.0269}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="detector_cap_disk" node="detector_cap_disk_surface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0.{-[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

]+0.0269}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="detector_cap_annulus" node="

detector_cap_annulus_surface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {-[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

]+0.0269}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="detector_surface_electrode" node="

detector_surface_electrode">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {-[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

]+0.0269}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="detector_surface" node="detector_surface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {-[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

]+0.0269+[ detector_displacement ]}"/>

</surface >

<if condition="{!([ detector_displacement] eq 0.)}">

<surface name="detector_backendSurface" node="

detector_backendSurface">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {-[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

]+0.0269+[ detector_displacement ] -0.0005}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="detector_sideSurface_up" node="detector_sideSurface">

<transformation rotation_euler="0 90 0"/>

<transformation displacement="0. 4.5e-3 {-[

solenoid_distanceFromCenter ]+0.0269+[ detector_displacement

] -0.00025}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="detector_sideSurface_down" node="detector_sideSurface

">
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<transformation rotation_euler="0 90 0"/>

<transformation displacement="0. -4.5e-3 {-[

solenoid_distanceFromCenter ]+0.0269+[ detector_displacement

] -0.00025}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="detector_sideSurface_right" node="

detector_sideSurface">

<transformation rotation_euler="90 90 0"/>

<transformation displacement="4.5e-3 0. {-[

solenoid_distanceFromCenter ]+0.0269+[ detector_displacement

] -0.00025}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="detector_sideSurface_left" node="detector_sideSurface

">

<transformation rotation_euler="90 90 0"/>

<transformation displacement=" -4.5e-3 0. {-[

solenoid_distanceFromCenter ]+0.0269+[ detector_displacement

] -0.00025}"/>

</surface >

</if>

<!-- downstream solenoid surfaces -->

<surface name="downstream_solenoid_surface_in" node="

solenoid_surface_inner">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. -[solenoid_distanceFromCenter]"/

>

</surface >

<surface name="downstream_solenoid_surface_out" node="

solenoid_surface_outer">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. -[solenoid_distanceFromCenter]"/

>

</surface >

<surface name="downstream_solenoid_surface_annulus" node="

solenoid_surface_annulus">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {-[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

] -0.02}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="downstream_solenoid_surface_disk" node="

solenoid_surface_disk">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {-[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

]+0.02}"/>

</surface >

<!-- upstream solenoid surfaces -->
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<surface name="upstream_solenoid_surface_in" node="

solenoid_surface_inner">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. [solenoid_distanceFromCenter]"/>

</surface >

<surface name="upstream_solenoid_surface_out" node="

solenoid_surface_outer">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. [solenoid_distanceFromCenter]"/>

</surface >

<surface name="upstream_solenoid_surface_disk" node="

solenoid_surface_disk">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

] -0.02}"/>

</surface >

<surface name="upstream_solenoid_surface_annulus" node="

solenoid_surface_annulus">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. {[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

]+0.02}"/>

</surface >

<!-- downstram solenoid space -->

<space name="downstream_solenoid" node="solenoid_space">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. -[solenoid_distanceFromCenter]

"/>

</space>

<!-- upstream solenoid space -->

<space name="upstream_solenoid" node="solenoid_space">

<transformation displacement="0. 0. [solenoid_distanceFromCenter]"

/>

</space>

<!-- Aircoil -->

<space name="airCoil" node="airCoil_space"/>

<!-- mask space -->

<space name="mask_space" node="mask_space">

<transformation displacement="0. 3.4e-3 0."/>

</space>

</space>

<space name="world" node="world_space">

<space name="Katrino" tree="Katrino_assembly"/>

</space>

<!-- bem -->
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<electrostatic_dirichlet name="ring_electrode" surfaces="world/

Katrino/@ring_electrode_tag" value="[electrodeVoltage]"/>

<electrostatic_dirichlet name="magnet_electrode" surfaces="world/

Katrino/@magnet_electrode_tag" value="0."/>

<electrostatic_dirichlet name="detector_cap_electrode" surfaces="

world/Katrino/detector_surface_electrode" value="0."/>

<!-- electromagnets -->

<electromagnet name="electromagnet_solenoid" spaces="world/Katrino/

downstream_solenoid" current="48682.8270"/>

<electromagnet name="electromagnet_solenoid" spaces="world/Katrino/

upstream_solenoid" current="48682.8270"/>

<electromagnet name="electromagnet_airCoil" spaces="world/Katrino/

airCoil" current="{150*[ airCoilCurrent ]}"/>

<!-- mesh -->

<axial_mesh name="axial_mesh_electrode" surfaces="world/Katrino/

@electrode_tag"/>

<mesh name="mesh_electrode" surfaces="world/Katrino/@electrode_tag"/

>

</geometry >

8.2.2 Con�g

<include name=".../[ GeoXml]"/>

<kassiopeia >

<!-- magnetic field -->

<ksfield_electromagnet name="field_magnets" directory="[KEMField_path]"

file="[magnetFilename]_current[airCoilCurrent ].kbd" system="world/

Katrino" spaces="world/Katrino/@magnet_tag">

<zonal_harmonic_field_solver number_of_bifurcations="-1"

convergence_ratio=".99" convergence_parameter="1.e-15"

proximity_to_sourcepoint="1.e-12" number_of_central_coefficients="500"

use_fractional_central_sourcepoint_spacing="true"

central_sourcepoint_fractional_distance="1.e-2"
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central_sourcepoint_spacing="1.e-3"

number_of_remote_coefficients="200" />

</ksfield_electromagnet >

<!-- electric field -->

<ksfield_electrostatic name="field_electrostatic" directory="[

KEMField_path]" file="[electrodeFilename ].kbd"

system="world/Katrino" surfaces="world/Katrino/@electrode_tag" symmetry=

"axial">

<viewer file="[KEMField_path ]/[ electrodeFilename ].vtp" view="false"

save="true"

preprocessing="false" postprocessing="true"/>

<!-- cache matrix elements uses a lot of memory , should be turned to

false in non axial field computation -->

<robin_hood_bem_solver tolerance="1.e-10" check_sub_interval="100"

display_interval="1"

cache_matrix_elements="true" use_vtk="true"/>

<zonal_harmonic_field_solver number_of_bifurcations="-1"

convergence_ratio=".99" convergence_parameter="1.e-15"

proximity_to_sourcepoint="1.e-12" number_of_central_coefficients="500"

use_fractional_central_sourcepoint_spacing="true"

central_sourcepoint_fractional_distance="1.e-2"

central_sourcepoint_spacing="1.e-3"

number_of_remote_coefficients="200"/>

</ksfield_electrostatic >

<!-- generator for equally distributed starting position , with gaussian

energy width -->

<ksgen_generator_composite name="eq_positioning" pid="11">

<!--time -->

<time_composite >

<time_fix value="0."/>

</time_composite >

<!--energy -->

<energy_composite >

<energy_gauss value_mean="30472.3" value_sigma="1.19"/>
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</energy_composite >

<!--position -->

<position_mask spaces_allowed="world/Katrino/mask_space" max_retries="

100">

<position_mesh_surface_random surfaces="world/Katrino/source_surface

"/>

</position_mask >

<position_surface_adjustment_step length="-1e-10"/>

<!--direction -->

<direction_surface_composite surfaces="world/Katrino/source_surface"

outside="false">

<theta_spherical angle_min="0." angle_max="90."/>

<phi_uniform value_min="0." value_max="360."/>

</direction_surface_composite >

</ksgen_generator_composite >

<!-- adiabatic trajectory -->

<kstraj_trajectory_adiabatic name="trajectory_adiabatic">

<integrator_rk8 name="integrator_rk8"/>

<term_propagation name="term_propagation"/>

<term_gyration name="term_gyration"/>

<term_drift name="term_drift"/>

<term_synchrotron name="term_synchrotron"/>

<control_cyclotron name="control_cyclotron" fraction="{1./8.}"/>

</kstraj_trajectory_adiabatic >

<!-- space navigators -->

<ksnav_space name="nav_space" enter_split="false" exit_split="false"/>

<!-- surface navigators -->

<ksnav_surface name="nav_surface" transmission_split="false"

reflection_split="false"/>

<!-- terminators -->

<ksterm_death name="term_source"/>

<ksterm_death name="term_detector"/>

<ksterm_death name="term_cap_src"/>

<ksterm_death name="term_cap_det"/>
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<ksterm_death name="term_central_electrode"/>

<ksterm_death name="term_cut_cone"/>

<ksterm_death name="term_world"/>

<ksterm_max_steps name="term_max_steps" steps="10000"/>

<ksterm_max_r name="term_max_r" r="0.06001"/>

<ksterm_min_z name="term_min_z" z="{-[ solenoid_distanceFromCenter

]+0.0269+[ detector_displacement ]}"/>

<ksterm_trapped name="term_trapped" max_turns="4"/>

<!-- writers -->

<kswrite_root name="write_root" path="[output_path]" base="[rootBase ].

root"/>

<kswrite_vtk name="write_vtk" path="[output_path]" base="[vtkBase]"/>

<!-- output -->

<ks_component_member name="component_step_final_particle" field="

final_particle" parent="step"/>

<ks_component_member name="electric_potential" field="

electric_potential" parent="component_step_final_particle"/>

<ks_component_member name="kinetic_energy" field="kinetic_energy_ev"

parent="component_step_final_particle"/>

<ks_component_member name="polar_angle_to_b" field="polar_angle_to_b"

parent="component_step_final_particle"/>

<ks_component_group name="component_step_world">

<component_member name="step_id" field="step_id" parent="step"/>

<component_member name="time" field="time" parent="

component_step_final_particle"/>

<component_member name="position" field="position" parent="

component_step_final_particle"/>

<component_member name="momentum" field="momentum" parent="

component_step_final_particle"/>

<component_member name="magnetic_field" field="magnetic_field"

parent="component_step_final_particle"/>

<component_member name="electric_field" field="electric_field"

parent="component_step_final_particle"/>

<component_member name="electric_potential" field="

electric_potential" parent="component_step_final_particle"/>

<component_member name="kinetic_energy" field="kinetic_energy_ev

" parent="component_step_final_particle"/>
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<component_member name="polar_angle_to_b" field="

polar_angle_to_b" parent="component_step_final_particle"/>

</ks_component_group >

<ks_component_member name="magnetic_field" field="magnetic_field"

parent="component_step_final_particle"/>

<ks_component_member name="magnetic_field_z" field="z" parent="

magnetic_field"/>

<ks_component_member name="magnetic_field_y" field="y" parent="

magnetic_field"/>

<ks_component_member name="magnetic_field_x" field="x" parent="

magnetic_field"/>

<ks_component_member name="output_track_initial_particle" field="

initial_particle" parent="track"/>

<ks_component_member name="output_track_final_particle" field="

final_particle" parent="track"/>

<ks_component_group name="component_track_world">

<component_member name="track_id" field="track_id" parent="track"/>

<component_member name="creator_name" field="creator_name" parent="

track"/>

<component_member name="terminator_name" field="terminator_name"

parent="track"/>

<component_member name="total_steps" field="total_steps" parent="track

"/>

<component_member name="initial_position" field="position" parent="

output_track_initial_particle"/>

<component_member name="initial_momentum" field="momentum" parent="

output_track_initial_particle"/>

<component_member name="initial_magnetic_field" field="magnetic_field"

parent="output_track_initial_particle"/>

<component_member name="initial_electric_field" field="electric_field"

parent="output_track_initial_particle"/>

<component_member name="initial_electric_potential" field="

electric_potential" parent="output_track_initial_particle"/>

<component_member name="initial_polar_angle_to_b" field="

polar_angle_to_b" parent="output_track_initial_particle"/>

<component_member name="final_position" field="position" parent="

output_track_final_particle"/>

<component_member name="final_momentum" field="momentum" parent="

output_track_final_particle"/>

<component_member name="final_magnetic_field" field="magnetic_field"
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parent="output_track_final_particle"/>

<component_member name="final_electric_field" field="electric_field"

parent="output_track_final_particle"/>

<component_member name="final_electric_potential" field="

electric_potential" parent="output_track_final_particle"/>

<component_member name="final_kinetic_energy" field="kinetic_energy_ev

" parent="output_track_final_particle"/>

</ks_component_group >

<!-- structure -->

<ksgeo_space name="space_world" spaces="world">

<command parent="root_terminator" field="remove_terminator" child="

term_world"/>

<command parent="root_terminator" field="add_terminator" child="

term_max_steps"/>

<command parent="root_terminator" field="add_terminator" child="

term_max_r"/>

<command parent="root_terminator" field="add_terminator" child="

term_trapped"/>

<command parent="root_terminator" field="add_terminator" child="

term_min_z"/>

<!-- root output -->

<command parent="write_root" field="add_step_output" child="

component_step_world"/>

<command parent="write_root" field="add_step_output" child="

component_step_Katrino"/>

<command parent="write_root" field="add_track_output" child="

component_track_world"/>

<!-- geo surfaces -->

<geo_surface name="surface_upstream_target" surfaces="world/Katrino/

source_surface">

<command parent="root_terminator" field="add_terminator" child="

term_source"/>

</geo_surface >

<geo_surface name="surface_cap_source" surfaces="world/Katrino/

@source_cap">

<command parent="root_terminator" field="add_terminator" child="

term_cap_src"/>

</geo_surface >

<geo_surface name="surface_cap_source" surfaces="world/Katrino/

@detector_cap">
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<command parent="root_terminator" field="add_terminator" child="

term_cap_det"/>

</geo_surface >

<geo_surface name="surface_central_electrode" surfaces="world/Katrino/

@central_electrode_tag">

<command parent="root_terminator" field="add_terminator" child="

term_central_electrode"/>

</geo_surface >

<if condition="{!([ cut_cone_length] eq 0.)}">

<geo_surface name="surface_cut_cone" surfaces="world/Katrino/

@cut_cone_tag">

<command parent="root_terminator" field="add_terminator" child="

term_cut_cone"/>

</geo_surface >

</if>

</ksgeo_space >

<!-- simulation -->

<ks_simulation run="1" seed="0" events="1000" magnetic_field="

field_magnets"

electric_field="field_electrostatic" space="space_world" generator="

eq_positioning"

trajectory="trajectory_adiabatic" space_navigator="nav_space"

surface_navigator="nav_surface"

terminator="term_world" writer="write_root"/>

</kassiopeia >

8.3 Hamamatsu Si PIN-Diode Detector Data Sheet
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Features

l Higher sensitivity and low dark current than conventional type
l Sensitivity matching with BGO and CsI (TI) scintillators
l High quantum efficiency: QE=85 % (λ=540 nm)
l Low capacitance
l High-speed response
l High stability
l Good energy resolution

Applications

l Scintillation detectors
l Calorimeters
l Hodoscopes
l TOF counters
l Air shower counters
l Particle detectors, etc.

P H O T O D I O D E

Si PIN photodiode

Large area sensors for scintillation detection

S3590 series

■  General ratings / Absolute maximum ratings
Absolute maximum ratings

Type No. Window
material

Active area

(mm)

Reverse
voltage
VR Max.

Power
dissipation

P
(mW)

Operating
temperature

Topr
(°C)

Storage
temperature

Tstg
(°C)

S3590-01 Epoxy resin
S3590-02 Window-less

10 × 10 50

S3590-05 Epoxy resin
S3590-06 Window-less

9 × 9 150

S3590-08 Epoxy resin
S3590-09 Window-less

10 × 10 100

100 -20 to +60 -20 to +80

■  Electrical and optical characteristics (Typ. Ta=25 °C, unless otherwise noted)

Photo sensitivity
S

Dark
current

ID

λ=λp
Type No.

S p ectral
response

range
λ

(nm)

P eak
sensitivity
w avelength

λp

(nm) (A/W)

LSO
420 nm
(A/W)

BGO
480 nm
(A/W)

CsI(Tl)
540 nm
(A/W)

S hort
circuit

current
Isc

100 lx

(µA)

Typ.

(nA)

Max.

(nA)

Temp.
coefficient

of ID
TCID

(tim es/° C)

C ut-off
Freque ncy

fc

(MHz)

Terminal
capacitance

Ct
f= 1MHz

(pF)

NEP
VR=70 V

(W/Hz1/2)
S3590-01 0.58 0.19 0.26 0.31
S3590-02

320 to
1060 920

0.62 0.23 0.32 0.39
80 1.5 *1 5 *1 35 *1 75 *1 3.9 ×  10 -14

S3590-05 0.62 0.19 0.25 0.30
S3590-06

320 to
1120 980

0.64 0.23 0.32 0.39
77 8 *2 30 *2 20 *2 25 *2 8.4 ×  10 -14

S3590-08 0.66 0.20 0.30 0.36
S3590-09

320 to
1100

960
0.66 0.22 0.33 0.41

100 2 *3 6 *3

1.12

40 *3 40 *3 3.8 ×  10 -14

*1: VR=30 V
*2: VR=100 V
*3: VR=70 V



Si PIN photodiode  S3590 series
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